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REVENUE LAWS AMENDMENT BILL 2013 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 18 September. 

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan) [2.29 pm]: We are dealing with the Revenue Laws Amendment 
Bill 2013, which seeks to amend the Duties Act 2008, the First Home Owner Grant Act 2000 and the Taxation 
Administration Act 2003. Fundamentally it consists of two elements, and I will not go through the debate of last 
night about how they are unrelated. Parts 2 and 3 of the bill effectively implement some elements of the 
government’s fiscal action plan outlined in the recent budget, and in particular provide for the interim assessment 
of transfer duty and landholder duty. Part 4 of the bill makes changes to the grants paid under the first home 
owner grant scheme. For first home owners purchasing a new home, the grant will increase from $7 000 to 
$10 000, and there is a corresponding decrease of the grant to $3 000 for people purchasing existing homes. I 
will deal with each of those two elements individually.  

The first element is the introduction of new interim assessments, which were outlined in the fiscal action plan in 
budget paper No 3 of the August budget. A number of things outlined in the fiscal action plan were to provide a 
range of revenue measures. We previously dealt with the deferral of the abolition of transfer duty on non-real 
property, which in total would put an additional impost on Western Australian taxpayers of $527 million over 
the forward estimates. Later, we will deal with a bill to increase land tax, which will add $338 million to the 
revenue stream of this government. Private vehicle concessions have been halved. School fees for the children of 
457 visas holders would have originally produced $120 million—I saw somewhere the other day that it would 
only ever produce $60 million—with subsequent changes to that figure as a result of the good work of people 
such as Hon Stephen Dawson to highlight the inequities and problems with the government’s proposal. Of 
course, there is also the tax administration package that was expected to deliver $454 million over the forward 
estimates. It is within that package that the interim assessments are provided for. The measures we are dealing 
with in the Revenue Laws Amendment Bill are estimated to provide some $260 million in additional revenue 
over the forward estimates—an additional $200 million this year and a further $20 million a year for the next 
three years. I will come back to that issue because I find some of the calculations and how these figures were 
arrived at quite fascinating. However, that is on the revenue side.  

The other part of the fiscal action plan in the recent budget contained a range of expense measures. Although 
some things were listed as expense measures—as these things always are—they included the increase of public 
transport cost recovery, which is actually a revenue measure because it puts another impost on ordinary families 
in Western Australia in the amount they will have to pay for public transport. I do not know whether that fiscal 
action plan figure also included the imposition of a new charge for parking at many train stations that currently 
do not charge for parking. This is the grand fiscal action plan that would take the government forward and make 
sure that we maintained our AAA credit rating. With the government having been asleep at the wheel in the way 
it has managed the budget for almost five years, finally in August this year, some five months after the state 
election, the government released a fiscal action plan that would fix the budget. Of course, the reality is that 
many of those measures are about taking more money off Western Australians and, in the case of the bill we are 
dealing with this afternoon, taking money off people sooner than they would have otherwise expected by way of 
an interim assessment. Of course, we saw the outcome of all that yesterday with the loss of the state’s AAA 
credit rating because, as of yesterday, one of the ratings agencies does not believe that the government of the day 
has the capacity to implement all those measures. I must also ask: how sustainable are those measures in the long 
term? Although the bill we are dealing with today may have merits in terms of the interim assessment—I will go 
through that in more detail—it is not a sustainable source of revenue in the long term on which this government 
can build the foundations for its budget. If this government brings forward $200 million and books it into this 
year’s revenue stream, it means that next year, the year after, or the year after that is when that $200 million 
would have otherwise been brought to book. It might help balance the government’s budget this year, but it does 
not assist the government over the long term other than to provide a potentially small benefit in interest by 
having that money in the government’s coffers sooner rather than later. 

The ratings agencies have seen through many of the measures that this government tried to present as its strong 
fiscal action plan; measures that are fundamentally smoke and mirrors. This government constantly tries to come 
up with new ways of adjusting the budget and new measures for the way in which it accounts for the budget, 
such as committing to spend 100 per cent of the red-light and speed camera revenue collected but not expensing 
that money in the budget. If the government had given a proper picture of the forward estimates, when the 
money is finally expensed, it would be $200 million lower than it currently is and its expenses would have 
matched that commitment to 100 per cent, or perhaps the government does not intend to honour its commitments 
in that regard.  
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The fiscal action plan and the bill we are dealing with today are yet another example of the broken promises of 
Mr Barnett and the Liberal and National Parties at the recent state election. They went to that election saying that 
they had a fully funded, fully costed plan for taking the state forward, and that they would be able to do all these 
things, afford them, and maintain the state’s AAA credit rating. In fact, if I remember correctly, during the TV 
debate the Premier said that “debt will plateau” as he looked away from the camera! The reality is that those 
words were clearly intended to give an impression to the people of Western Australia that was simply wrong, 
and they will now pay for it with the measures outlined in this bill; in the next bill we deal with about land tax; at 
their railway stations when they get onto the trains; through budget cuts to their schools; and through education 
fees if they are a 457 visa holder. The government might have thought it was smart to impose a tax on people 
who cannot vote, but as anyone who represents a regional seat knows, the people who will complain about it are 
those who employ the 457 visa holders and can no longer secure the employees they need.  

I expect that we will see a series of bills after this one that reinforce how dishonest the government was when it 
told the people of Western Australia that it had a fully funded, fully costed plan. I contrast that with the approach 
that Labor took at the election. We also had some big infrastructure commitments, but they were ones that we 
believed were absolutely essential for a growing city such as Perth. We came up with infrastructure that would 
create greater benefits. We were prepared to go to the people and say that this government wants to build 
infrastructure that we do not believe it can afford if we want to do the things that we need to do. Of course, this 
government did not do that. It said we can have it all. It did not tell the people that we would be sitting here this 
afternoon dealing with a piece of legislation that imposes debts over the forward estimates and taxes that get 
$260 million off people earlier than they would have otherwise. This is probably not the most outrageous of the 
bills that this government will bring in that highlights its broken promises of the Barnett government, but it is 
definitely one of them.  

We can summarise it with the following analogy. Labor was prepared to say that we cannot have a car and a 
holiday; we have to choose. We have to get to work, so it has to be the car, and the holiday will have to wait. We 
also said that we cannot always afford a Mercedes. Sometimes we have to have a good old Holden. It is a good 
car. It is reliable and it has everything we need. It is comfortable. That will be enough. That was our approach 
with the stadium. We can have a good Aussie-made stadium in Subiaco or we can have the Mercedes-Benz or 
the Rolls-Royce over at Burswood, but understand that if we take the Rolls-Royce at Burswood, we have to 
spend an extra $500 million on public transport. We have to do all these extra things to support that Rolls-Royce. 
The government did not tell us that it will tax us to the hilt so that we cannot afford our holiday. That is the 
approach of the Barnett government. Its fiscal action plan is increasingly becoming a farce. Today we can see 
one of the measures in its fiscal action plan. The rating agencies made it very clear that that fiscal action plan 
was a farce.  

There are some interesting issues with this legislation. As I said, it allows for interim assessments of transfer 
duty and landholder duty. In the main, the people who will most likely be impacted are in the mining industry. 
The Liberal Party has told us for months and months that it stands up for the mining industry, yet it is now 
putting an impost on the mining industry and requiring companies to make payments earlier than they otherwise 
would have. It is my view that this bill can be classed as one that imposes retrospective taxation. This is probably 
a moderate form of retrospective taxation compared with the bill with which we will deal next. When we get to 
the Land Tax Amendment Bill, I will probably spend more time — 

Hon Peter Collier: Please, no.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am not surprised that the minister does not want to hear this, because I have reread 
some of the history of this place in Hansard and it is interesting to read the comments that a former leader of the 
Liberal Party, who has recently appeared in the media on another matter—that is, local government reform—
made about retrospective taxation. When was the last time there was a big debate in Australia about retrospective 
taxation? It was when Johnny Howard was the Treasurer. The Western Australian Liberal Party said that it was 
outrageous for John Howard to bring in retrospective taxation measures for the bottom-of-the-harbour tax 
avoidance scheme. It was the WA Liberal Party that railed against what it called retrospective taxation measures. 
If the bottom-of-the-harbour scheme was a retrospective taxation measure, what the minister is doing with this 
bill and the Land Tax Amendment Bill is applying retrospectivity to our taxation system.  

When companies, particularly mining companies, entered into transactions to purchase property, they would 
have had a reasonable expectation about when they would have to pay that money to the government. This 
legislation is saying, “No, your reasonable expectation goes out the door. We want the money off you now 
because we need to get the $200 million in this year to balance our books because without it we will not have a 
surplus and we would look more ridiculous than we already do in our financial management.” The government is 
applying a new set of rules to people so that they will pay tax at a time other than when they may reasonably 
have expected to have to pay it according to the laws that were in place when they entered into the transactions. 
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To me, that is very unfair. Members on the other side tell us what good business people they are. I am sure that if 
they ran their businesses like their colleagues run the state, they would not have been good business people for 
very long because they would have gone bust. The banks would have foreclosed on them.  

In the main, these are large transactions. We were unable to get the exact details, but I suspect the $200 million 
may come from a handful of significant transactions. I suspect the vast bulk of it will come from a group of three 
or four companies and a number of smaller transactions might also come into play. I have no doubt that when the 
businesses sat down and entered into these transactions, they would have had business plans that took into 
account that it takes two years to work through the evaluations. They would have thought that if they enter into a 
transaction on such and such a day, the tax would have to be paid at point X. Under the Duties Act it is within 
five years of the original transaction occurring. They would have factored that into the cash flow of their 
organisations and they would have then worked with the Office of State Revenue to determine the final 
evaluation.  

I have spoken to one of the companies because, fortuitously, I was catching up with it about another matter the 
other day. I am not saying that it definitely is, but I asked them whether it was aware of these measures and what 
the impact would be for them. In this company’s case, it had some outstanding transactions and its frustration 
was how long it sometimes takes for the Office of State Revenue to bring these matters to conclusion. There is a 
reasonable amount of time before the duty needs to be paid, and they make provision for that within their books, 
but then there comes a point when the company is quite happy to pay the money over but, frustratingly, the 
matter cannot be concluded because the final assessment has not been done. Companies do not want it constantly 
sitting in their books. It becomes a problem if they have an amount of cash that they cannot spend because they 
know they have to pay it across down the track. There are two categories. There are those who will have it 
brought forward and there are those who are frustrated. One of the things I will be looking for from the minister 
in her reply on this issue — 

Hon Peter Collier: It is me. It is Finance.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Is it Hon Peter Collier? Do they trust him with Finance matters?  

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich: You lost $500 million and they trust you with the Finance matters!  

Hon Peter Collier: Try to keep up, Ljil.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: In that case, I hope I can find that out from the Leader of the House. I have further 
concerns in addition to the fact that there will be a retrospective impact on people and their legitimate 
expectations will be disregarded.  

The government can now make an interim assessment, but a transaction must exist and there must be reasonable 
information on which to base the interim assessment. There is a concern within industry that it will get the 
interim assessment but it will be almost the full five years before it gets the final assessment. It is not in the 
legislation. This is about how the government ensures that the agency is operating. I reckon that what would 
happen in these situations—I do not know for sure about the Office of State Revenue, but as someone who once 
worked in the public sector, I know how these things can happen—is that when daily work comes through, staff 
sort it out and approve it, and they do the easy ones that need to flow through and they work on the more 
complex matters when they have the time, and then they send the correspondence and seek valuations and then 
they put that in the too-hard tray. As the correspondence comes back, they put it back into the file and then wait 
a few months before they pull out the file to see whether everything is there and, if it is not, they do some follow-
ups and then they put it back into the too-hard basket and wait another couple of months. I am not suggesting 
that that is not the way that it should be done to some degree or that the staff will not be diligent, but I have no 
doubt that they will be under significant pressure; they will be under immense pressure with their workload from 
some of the other requirements of the fiscal action plan. That is a reasonable way of managing their workload; 
when they have a bit of time, they focus on the difficult problems. I am concerned that, once interim assessments 
have been given, and the majority of the money has been collected as a result of those interim assessments, the 
interim assessments and all of that work will be done as a priority and the final assessments will be put to the 
bottom of the pile and will be pulled out only when it gets towards that five-year deadline, otherwise they will 
run over time. What I am looking for from the Leader of the House is some sort of commitment that the 
government will have real measures in place to ensure that that is not the case and that even after there is an 
interim assessment, the approach will continue to be towards a speedy resolution. One of the complaints of 
industry is that these matters can be drawn out. Industry knows that there will be complex matters and it expects 
it to take a couple of years, but its complaint is that it takes more than a couple of years and it can be drawn out. 

One of the fascinating aspects of this legislation is how the government arrived at the figures contained in the 
fiscal action plan. As I have said, there is an estimation in the fiscal action plan that $454 million will be derived 
from tax administration measures, of which $235 million will be received in this financial year. As a result of 
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further information provided by the government, it is my understanding that $200 million of that $235 million 
will be from the initial interim assessments issued in this financial year. Every year thereafter, the government 
expects to collect an additional $20 million from implementing the fiscal action plan. During the briefing that I 
received—I appreciate that—I asked whether we could have a spreadsheet that highlights that information. Some 
information was provided to me that gave me generic terms, but it did not answer my fundamental question. If 
the government collects $200 million in interim assessments this year, it means that over the next five years—
that is the maximum, and I suspect that it will more likely be in the next two to three years—there will have to be 
a reduction in the amount of money expected to be collected. I asked for a table of the estimated revenue that the 
government would have received from transfer duty and landholder duty before this measure was introduced so 
that we could see which years that $200 million would have come out of. 

Hon Peter Collier: But that estimate is very difficult to ascertain, as you would appreciate. You got this 
response. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I have read the response, but the Leader of the House is effectively saying that since this 
measure has been implemented, not only will the government bring forward to this year $200 million in 
collections, but also, magically, it will be able to replace that money with new collections. I do not know where 
those new collections will come from. The government is mixing up some other growth factor that it expects and 
is trying to hide that. I suspect that one of the reasons the government has lost the AAA credit rating is that it 
creates all these numbers and then says that it is all too hard to explain as it is just an estimate. That approach is 
causing the rating agencies to be concerned about the government. It is Barnett economics—“Barney-nomics”. 
Somehow the government can do whatever it likes and if it puts in a figure, something will happen and hopefully 
by the time it is proved or disproved, revenue will have grown and it will have hidden that problem. That is 
exactly what has been happening over the past five years with state finances. The Treasurer and the Premier have 
created illusions—mythical sets of figures—in their annual budgets every year, and although those figures are 
never true, revenue has grown sufficiently to replace that money. Effectively, that is what happened with the 
three per cent efficiency dividend. It was never realised in many agencies, but government revenue was growing 
so strongly that the government was able to hide the fact that those agencies never met the efficiency dividend. 
Logic says to me that if the government brings forward $200 million from future assessments, there will be a 
reduction at some point in the future. 

Hon Peter Collier: It is acknowledged, I think, in that document. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: It is acknowledged, but it is not acknowledged in the figures in the fiscal action plan. In 
fact, the breakdown that we were provided with, which is for $200 million and then $20 million, $20 million and 
$20 million, does not show that there is a year in which the government’s collections from transfer duty and 
landholder duty will actually go backwards. I think there is a significant problem for the government in what it is 
trying to book into the finances of the state. I wanted to see the calculations to try to understand how that could 
be possible. It may be that it is not this measure, but some of the other measures in the taxation package, through 
additional tax collectors and the more rigorous enforcement of duty, that will create that extra revenue. That may 
be how the government can explain it, but it is incumbent upon the government to be more transparent in that 
respect so that we can be clear that its measures to improve tax collection will result in significant increases in 
the amount of tax being collected.  

Based again on the $20 million, the government is already assuming that it will collect, as a result of its other 
measures, some $53 million in each of the future years. Of course, having more tax collectors often means more 
red tape and more difficulties for businesses. In some cases businesses will agree to the assessments on a 
commercial basis; even though a business may believe that it should not have to pay the assessment, it will 
accept that paying it is the quickest way to move on and that the cost of arguing the point could eventually 
outweigh the cost of just paying it and accepting it. Again, the government is putting an impost on them. Having 
said that, I fully accept that if we have a tax system, we should have an approach that ensures that if people owe 
tax, they should pay it. We should have a degree of confidence that people will not avoid tax; that is, if people 
have an obligation to pay tax, they should be paying it and the government should take measures to ensure that 
they do not avoid it. There is always a point when it tips over that line. When we look at the sorts of sums that 
the government is expecting to collect from this measure, one wonders whether that is not part of its strategy. 
Again, those are not sustainable issues.  

Another issue that is raised by this bill, and on which I was given some further information by the minister’s 
advisors after my briefing, is the interest that will be paid if the final assessment is lower than the interim 
assessment. I understand that the interest rate that will be paid is 3.5 per cent. That is quite unfair. I do not think 
the state of Western Australia would be able to borrow money at 3.5 per cent, and certainly not with its new 
credit rating. In fact, even before the loss of the AAA credit rating, the state would have been battling to borrow 
at 3.5 per cent. Since the loss of our AAA credit rating, we will not be borrowing at 3.5 per cent. What the 
legislation is saying is that the government will be able to issue an interim assessment that may be found, when a 
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final assessment is made five years later, to have been higher than it should have been. The government will pay 
interest on that, but at 3.5 per cent. If the company had that money, it could probably get a far better return by 
investing it in that company. If the company has to borrow money to pay the assessment, it will be at a rate 
greater than 3.5 per cent. If instead of having operating capital it needs an overdraft over that time, the company 
will probably pay significantly above 3.5 per cent. That says to me that there is no incentive for the government 
to get the interim assessments correct. I understand that a range of measures will be put in place within the 
department—practice statements, approval at the director level and all those matters—but, nonetheless, if there 
were a financial incentive that meant that the government and not the taxpayer would be worse off should it turn 
out that the interim assessment was wrong, I think we would find that greater rigour would be applied internally 
in government to ensure that that circumstance never occurred. It is fundamentally wrong that if the government 
makes a mistake, it will be the poor old taxpayer who will wear it.  

Another notable thing about this legislation is that an appeal process is attached to the final assessment and the 
assessment can be challenged at that time. However, there will be no appeal process available for interim 
assessments; there will be no access to an appeal process until the final assessment is issued. People have a 
prerogative power to go to the Supreme Court if they believe that the government acted beyond the powers of the 
act, but there will be no appeal mechanism to challenge how the interim assessment was calculated and all the 
rest. We all know that the use of prerogative powers is very limited; one cannot get into administrative decisions 
to the same degree as under an appeal mechanism. People will be left with no real right of appeal, other than if 
there has been a significant abuse of the processes whereby the government acted way beyond its powers and 
they can get a writ in the Supreme Court to require the government to act within the powers of the act. Again, 
that will be incredibly unfair on people in those situations.  

I am amazed that this legislation, with all these elements, has been brought to this house by a Liberal Party. What 
it says to me is that this is a very different Liberal Party from the Liberal Party that Bill Hassell was the leader 
of. I suspect he is probably still a member of the Liberal Party.  

Hon Peter Collier: We differ on a number of issues with Bill, actually.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I know that. As an aside, I am in the process of reading through the debate on the 
Dadour amendments to see whether Bill Hassell’s views on the Dadour amendments back in the 1970s are the 
same as his views on them today.  

Hon Phil Edman: This has got nothing to do with the bill. 

Hon Peter Collier: That is all right; I don’t mind this.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The minister would have been in the same branch as him at one point, or the same 
electorate council.  

Hon Peter Collier: Yes.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Is that where the battles have been, minister?  

Hon Peter Collier: That’s the one. Please don’t!  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Do not encourage me!  

I will go back to the serious matter of this legislation. What has happened in this country, and this legislation is 
yet another example of it, is that the Liberal Party has been dining out on the view that it is the better financial 
manager in terms of the political process. The Liberal Party has dined out on that, but that happened long ago. 
The Liberal Party has been overtaken by the Labor Party in terms of fiscal discipline and introducing measures 
that seek to get a better outcome for business in this country. Liberal Party members still try to live on their past 
glories rather than their modern glories. They are resorting to what I would call very lazy methods. The people 
who will end up wearing it will be the companies, ordinary taxpayers, the people who catch public transport, the 
people who send their kids to school and the 457 visa holders. That is still the public perception of the Liberal 
Party—it has not quite filtered through—but I am confident that over time people will start to see the laziness of 
the approach of the Liberal Party. This legislation is an example of that. Not only is it something that the Liberal 
government never bothered to tell people about but also this is simply an example of bringing in a piece of law 
without much effort or thought going into it and, because of the speed with which it has been rushed in here, I 
suspect without much consultation with the business community about how it will operate. Again, I would love 
to hear from the minister about what consultation the government had with the business community. This 
legislation will apply more red tape and processes to businesses and make them pay money when they were not 
expecting to pay it—all those things—simply because the government has been unable to get any fiscal 
discipline in place over the past five years.  

Every time a new proposal goes before the Economic and Expenditure Reform Committee, the government 
needs to be tough about it. With the revenue increases that this state has experienced over the last few years, the 
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government should have been producing far greater surpluses. In fact, one of the problems for the Liberal Party 
in Western Australia, and the reason this bill is before us this afternoon, is that the government has not applied 
rigorous discipline to its fiscal strategies. That goes back to the time the Liberal Party was in opposition and the 
Labor Party was in government. The Treasurer at that time, Eric Ripper, always applied a cautious approach to 
new spending. That was despite the fact that during many of the years the Labor Party was in government, there 
were significant increases in revenue streams to the government. In fact, at one point during that period, there 
was a property boom, so a lot of stamp duty was coming in.  

If our government had taken the Barnett approach to fiscal expenditure during that period, we would have 
allowed recurrent expenditure to get up to almost the top dollar and we would have had no surplus. However, the 
problem is that in the following year, if that money had not come in, we would have had to try to cut recurrent 
expenditure. It is not easy to cut recurrent expenditure; therefore, we need to constantly keep a lid on it. But it is 
easy to increase recurrent expenditure. I know all about that. I have been in meetings with ministers. I remember 
that when I was parliamentary secretary to Clive Brown, the then Minister for State Development, people would 
come in every day and every week with ideas about how we could spend government money. There was always 
someone who had a proposal about how we could spend government money. If we had taken the Barnett 
approach at that time, we would have said every year, “Look! This is wonderful! Revenue is going up, so we will 
spend up to that amount.”  

During the last four years that the Liberal Party was in opposition, the current Treasurer was the biggest culprit 
in attacking us for the size of our surpluses. In fact, I remember the Liberal Party policy in 2008, when it said it 
was going to get rid of all these windfall surpluses. Of course the problem is that we then end up with a situation 
that the government is in today, where it has allowed expense growth to get out of control and it now has to 
impose its fiscal action plan. That includes the measures that are outlined in this bill, and measures such as 
bringing forward payments for infrastructure. The Liberal Party used to attack our government for the size of our 
surpluses. However, it failed to recognise that that money has been put back into one-off payments for 
infrastructure. That is how we were able to build the Perth–Mandurah railway line debt free. That is how we 
were able to put in the bank for the Liberal Party the money to build Fiona Stanley Hospital. That is why, when 
the Liberal Party took office, the general government sector was $3 billion in surplus. That included the money 
to build Fiona Stanley Hospital. However, through this government’s profligate spending, it has allowed this 
state’s finances to get into such a state of disrepair that this state has now suffered the humiliation of losing its 
AAA credit rating.  

Hon Phil Edman: What about all the blow-outs in expenditure under your government? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: We did that in a financially responsible way, Hon Phil Edman. We made the choices. 
We did not try to do that at the same time as the Elizabeth Quay development and the sinking of the railway line; 
and, on top of that, give them a state government subsidy rather than require them to fund their own way. That is 
the difference between what members opposite have done and what we have done. That is the problem that the 
government has. When issues occur, the government needs to constantly manage its budget.  

If Hon Phil Edman wants to talk about blowouts in expenditure, firstly, the vast majority of the blowout with 
respect to Perth Arena was under this government’s watch. Secondly, when we get onto the appropriation debate 
for the capital works bill, I will be more than happy to have a more detailed debate about the blowouts in the 
expenditure of this government and the funny ways in which it does its accounting. So, feel free. 

Let us talk today about how Hon Phil Edman is probably going to vote—unless I can convince him otherwise—
for this anti-business bill, and about how he will be putting up his hands day in and day out for these anti-
business bills. 

Hon Phil Edman: I am certainly not going to be holding it up. This will be very good for small businesses in the 
building industry.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Hon Phil Edman has very succinctly outlined to the house the problem that we find 
ourselves in with respect to this bill. That takes me back to the debate that we had last night and the reason I was 
so nervous about the fact that this piece of legislation has in it these unrelated matters. I understand the rulings of 
the President and I accept the rulings of the President in respect of what we are dealing with today. However, 
Hon Phil Edman has made a very good point about the difficulties that we now face because of the way in which 
this legislation is couched. This bill contains some very draconian and offensive matters for business in this state, 
in my view. It contains some things that we might be able to agree on because of their anti-business nature. 
However, tacked onto the back of that is a measure that Hon Phil Edman believes will be good for business. I do 
not disagree with the member on that. I absolutely agree with stimulating the first home owner market into new 
homes. My only complaint about that element of the bill is that the government did not tell people before the 
election that if they were in established homes, they would be going backwards.  
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As I have said, there is a difficulty with this bill. I therefore hope that very quickly after this debate, the Standing 
Committee on Procedure and Privileges will look at reinstating an element of the old standing order 222. If the 
old standing order 222 had still applied, not only would the government not have been able to introduce this bill, 
but also the manoeuvre that the Leader of the House used last night to give an instruction to the Committee of 
the Whole that would enable these two matters to be dealt with could not have occurred unless he had also 
moved for the suspension of that standing order. I do not want to canvass again the debate from last night. 
However, the reason the Leader of the House was able to do what he did last night, and the reason for the rulings 
that were given by the President, is fundamentally that instead of having the old standing order 222, we have to 
rely on the custom and practice of the house, and that has changed the dynamic. Therefore, the principles that are 
contained in the old standing order 222 are absolutely necessary. 

The point that Hon Phil Edman has made is absolutely correct. This bill removes from this house the ability to 
say that the first home owner grant is a good measure, we are prepared to support it, and we are happy to get that 
part of the bill through. If the first home owner grant was the only thing we were dealing with today, I would 
have made my comments about the broken promises element of the grant and I would have finished my speech a 
long time ago, and that part of the bill would have been passed and would be on its way to the Governor as we 
speak. We could then have had a more fundamental debate about the issues that are contained in this bill with 
respect to interim assessments. That is the very reason I raised those matters last night. So I thank Hon Phil 
Edman for drawing that issue to the attention of the house. 

I need to make the point that what has happened with the first home owner grant again shows the complete chaos 
and incompetence—I cannot think of any other way of describing it—of this government at the cabinet level in 
Western Australia and the fact that it is unable to manage its legislative program. According to clause 2 of the 
bill, part 4, which is the part that deals with the first home owner grant, is expected to come into operation by 15 
September 2013. We were not even able to start the debate in this place before 15 September, yet that was the 
government’s original time frame for getting part 4 of the bill into this house and having it dealt with by this 
house. It is extraordinary that the government is so incapable of managing its legislative program. The 
government told people in the community that the first home owner grant would be increased to $10 000 from 
15 September. There was a lot of publicity about that. I note that the minister put out a press release late on 
Friday afternoon — 

Hon Peter Collier: Which minister? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I think it was the Minister for Finance. That press release was to announce that this 
measure would not come in by 15 September—because we had not even been able to debate the bill in this house 
by 15 September—but would come in hopefully in October.  

I have to again ask why the government did not do as it should have, and have two separate bills so it could have 
pulped that. Even then, looking at the date that this bill was introduced in the lower house, the time that it needs 
to sit on the table in the lower house and then the time that it takes to get to the upper house, it was completely 
unrealistic to have ever thought it would get through by 15 September. Then when it is tacked on to the back of 
an obnoxious piece of legislation like the interim assessment stuff, it becomes impossible to get it through, 
unless it was always the government’s strategy to try to muddy the waters by putting the two issues together. If 
that was the case—I accept the Leader of the House’s explanation last night that it was not—then the only other 
option is that it was a deliberate strategy; otherwise, 15 September was always completely unrealistic. 

This measure was announced in the budget only in early August. I do not know whether the bill was made urgent 
in the other place to try to get it through, but with the time available and the number of sitting days, it is in 
complete disarray. We have had some nonsense this week; we have a bill that we had to get through by 
15 September, yet we did not start the debate until after that date, and we have been sitting in this house, wasting 
taxpayers’ money, and going on and on about important matters, but it was clear that the government was 
filibustering. When the Attorney General’s reply speech lasts longer than all of the speeches made prior to his in 
the second reading debate, including two speeches given by government members on a lengthy clause, it makes 
members of the opposition blush with shame. 

Hon Kate Doust: On a five-clause bill that we all supported. 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: Even I would have been proud of a filibuster like that. 
Hon Peter Collier: It took you five minutes to get through three bills the other day. 
Hon Kate Doust: I was very efficient and made my point. 
Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Alanna Clohesy): Order! 
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Hon KEN TRAVERS: We cannot win with this government; we are either too quick or too slow. At least the 
previous Leader of the House, Hon Norman Moore, was consistent—the opposition was wrong just because it 
was here. 
Hon Phil Edman: Stay on the bill now. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Hon Phil Edman is absolutely right; I allow myself to be distracted by government 
members who clearly want me to continue my remarks but who are diverting me from the important matters that 
are before the house this afternoon. I appreciate the member bringing me back to the issues at hand. 

I will briefly talk about part 4 of this bill, which provides for changes to the first home owner grant. I have 
covered all of the issues—unless someone would like to take issue with me—about retrospective taxation. If we 
are all agreed on that, I am happy to move on. If members on the other side are suggesting that I am not right 
about that, I am more than happy to provide some quotes from Hon Bill Hassell about the evils of retrospective 
taxation. If we can accept that for now, I am more than happy to leave comments about the role of retrospective 
taxation for the Land Tax Amendment Bill 2013, because in respect of the retrospectivity of legislation, that bill 
is even more offensive. With this piece of legislation there is a reasonable expectation that a taxpayer will know 
at the time that they pay the tax that it will be changed as a result of the passage of this legislation; but the 
ultimate figure that they will pay will not change. It will, though, have an impact on their cash flow. With the 
land tax bill—when we get to it—the government will actually put in place a tax rate retrospective to the date on 
which it made the announcement. By any measure that is retrospective. If we can accept that it is retrospective, 
we can move on and deal with part 4. 

Part 4, as Hon Phil Edman has pointed out, provides for changes to the way payments will be made to first home 
owners, whether they are buying an established home or a new home; included in the definition of “new home” 
are homes that have been “substantially” renovated, which is the terminology of the legislation. I completely 
concur with those opposite; I think it is good. However, the concern I have is that although it is important to 
encourage first home owners, there is clearly a problem with housing shortages. Where I live there are a lot of 
units in the first home owner market that used to be around $300 000, and within 12 months—I have not done a 
scientific study, just watched the prices—they have gone up by around $100 000. 

Hon Peter Collier: What suburb is that? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Joondanna. They are two-bedroom, one-bathroom villa–unit complexes that used to be 
very heavily occupied by people on low incomes and are now heavily occupied by people in fluoro vests. 
Clearly, these people are in a higher income bracket than the previous owners because the units are close, well-
located and central and are being refurbished. It would be interesting to see a study on comparable properties to 
see what has happened to the prices. My gut feeling is that properties that were in the $300 000 to $400 000 
mark have gone up by $50 000 to $100 000 just in the last 12 months. That is a significant impost on young 
people trying to get into the housing market. Those people will now get only $3 000 to get into properties like 
those units. The change in the grant will encourage people to go out to, dare I say it, Ellenbrook and build a new 
home. Hon Phil Gardiner is absolutely right—I mean Hon Phil Edman. I like Phil Gardiner and everyone I like 
on the other side of this chamber is called Phil! People will go out to Ellenbrook and buy a house with their 
$10 000 grant, but is that really affordable living for them if they do not have a railway line? 

The Minister for Mental Health can mock me, but it is actually an issue to do with housing; it is not just the cost 
of the house that is important. The location of the house is part of the total cost. I have family members who 
have been in that situation. They moved out of Ellenbrook because they did their sums and worked out that once 
they had enough equity, they could afford a house in somewhere such as Greenwood, because with what they 
saved on petrol from their daily commute to and from Ellenbrook, and the stress and all the other issues, it was 
actually cheaper to live in Greenwood than Ellenbrook. Although I encourage the government and I understand 
the importance of stimulating the first home owner market, because of the location of homes, other measures 
need to be looked at to ensure that it is an affordable option for first home owners. The important thing is that 
when people invest limited dollars, we make sure that they are making the right choices. 

I come back to my earlier point: if those opposite buy the Rolls-Royce stadium instead of the Holden stadium, 
that is fine, but if that means that they cannot buy the railway line to Ellenbrook and then encourage people to 
move there, people are going to be driving their beat-up old Holdens into and out of the city and they will be 
worse off than if the government had encouraged them to buy a house in the city. I do accept that there will be 
benefits from stimulating the first home owner market and getting the building industry going because they have 
been in the doldrums and doing it tough for a while now. 

I know that Hon Phil Edman probably understands this better than most because I suspect that this measure will 
be of benefit to his business. I am not suggesting there is anything improper about Hon Phil Edman putting 
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forward the argument that people in the industry he comes from will benefit from a stimulation in the first home 
owner market. Hopefully, they will buy WA-made kitchens, not the flat-pack ones imported from overseas! 

Hon Phil Edman interjected. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: We have similar businesses in Wangara. That is their real competitor. It would probably 
breach the free trade agreement if we said, “We’ll give you money if you buy an Australian-made kitchen as 
well!” It is important. We have to be careful not to push all these people out into the outer suburbs by 
encouraging them with these incentives. They are good measures at face value, but they do not have supporting 
infrastructure behind them to make an affordable decision in the long run. Although I have some sympathy for 
that measure within this bill, I think we need to do other things to make that work.  

The reduction of the grant from $7 000 to $3 000 for established homes is another broken promise. The Liberal 
Party never outlined that to the people of Western Australia before the election. It never told the electorate that 
part of its fully funded, fully costed plan included taking money off them. The Liberal Party never said that. That 
is this government’s problem at the moment. It misled people at the election by saying that it was in a position to 
do everything it promised, but it was not prepared to make tough decisions as the Labor Party did. We put on the 
record how we would fund what we would do. The Labor Party pretty much promised not dissimilar amounts in 
the total spend on transport infrastructure and over a long period. In the time line of the original Liberal Party 
commitment, it actually promised $4 billion over five years; I am happy to accept Treasury’s costings. The 
Labor Party promised $5.2 billion over eight years. The Labor Party was clearly being more financially 
responsible. On top of that, to fund that component in the next five years, we were prepared to make tough 
decisions and outline them to Western Australians before the election. When members sit there and say that there 
was a bidding war going on, the only people who were trying to do the outbidding were from the Liberal Party. 
Labor put forward responsible, carefully thought out plans, and a strategy for funding them. It did not have 
proposals that meant that in August of this year we would try to pass through in September of this year a bill to 
bring in interim assessments—which was never mentioned before the election—and cuts to first home owner 
grants. I would argue that for a range of reasons this bill should have increased payments to first home owners, if 
that is what the government wants to do, but it should not cut payments to buyers of established homes.  

The Labor Party opposed these bills in the other place, as is its absolute right in the house of government, the 
Legislative Assembly. The Labor Party takes the position that even though we may find it obnoxious and 
objectionable that bills such as this pass through this Parliament, governments have a right to get their budget 
measures through.  
Hon Helen Morton: It should not be blocked.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Yes; it is the same wording. If the minister wants to put it in a negative context all the 
time, that is all right.  
Hon Helen Morton: You said “should not be passed”.  
Hon KEN TRAVERS: No, I did not.  

Hon Kate Doust: That is an entirely different debate.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Yes. I said that the government should be able to get its budget measures through. I 
agree with the minister. We are in outrageous agreement, however we define it. I believe that as offensive as the 
measures are, an opposition party in the lower house can vigorously oppose it and see whether it can get the 
support of the majority of the house to oppose those measures. But in a house of review—particularly one in 
which, even if we block the measures, we do not go back to the people—it would be irresponsible to block the 
budget measures of a government. I do not think we should ever be able to block substantial measures. From 
time to time there will be fee rises by way of regulation. It is always reasonable, particularly if we believe they 
are excessive fees, for this house to take issue, but measures such as this that would have a significant financial 
impact on the government should not be blocked by this house. This government will live and die by the way it 
performs over the next four years.  

Although we on the Labor side strongly oppose many of the measures contained in this bill, the way in which it 
is being implemented and the fact that it is a broken promise, we will state it, we will campaign against it, we 
will point it out to the public and we will highlight the government’s incompetence and incapability to manage 
even simple things with legislation, but we will not stand in this place and seek to block this legislation. If we 
were ever to be successful, it would cause untold damage to the way in which the government can operate and, 
ultimately, it would be like trying to govern from the upper house. I do not think that is the appropriate course. 
When it comes to the vote, we will not oppose this legislation, but we put on record that, as members of the 
Labor Party, we strongly oppose what the government is doing by this bill, but we will not seek to block it in the 
upper house. Labor members in the other place voted very strongly against these measures. As a party, we will 
continue to campaign. Just because we do not vote no when it comes to that point does not mean that we do not 
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think this is something that the government should be rethinking and doing differently. By bringing in this 
legislation, the government is breaching the community’s trust.  

The other day I saw comments by the new Prime Minister, Tony Abbott, when he was campaigning about his 
contract with the people of Australia. This state government had a contract with the people of Western Australia. 
Its fully funded, fully costed plan was a contract. The government’s problem was that its contract was dodgy in 
the first place; it had all these secret clauses. It is constantly breaching that trust. To this day the government has 
not clearly articulated to the people of Western Australia that it misled them at the election. The Liberal Party 
was devious. I actually think that some of the smarter minds in the Liberal Party knew that the measures it put 
forward prior to the election were unsustainable. It took the approach, “We’ll worry about that later.” That was 
the approach the Liberal Party took in 2008. It put a whole lot of promises on the table with respect to tax reform 
and getting rid of windfall tax profits and putting it into tax cuts. It was going to build an Ellenbrook railway 
line, or someone from somewhere within the bowels of the Liberal Party promised to build an Ellenbrook 
railway line. The Premier said it but apparently it was not him who promised it! 

Hon Kate Doust: I thought it was Frank Alban who promised it.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Apparently Frank did not do it; he just — 

Hon Stephen Dawson: He said that Ben Morton did it.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Ben Morton did it! Apparently the Premier did not do it. It must have been a cardboard 
cut-out of the Premier talking to the cameras the night he promised a railway line to the airport. It was actually 
his double who promised it, not the Premier. The government made and broke a range of other promises in 2008. 
It got away with it—even simple things. It said that it would introduce legislation about the caretaker 
conventions but never did. The Liberal Party broke its promises in 2008 and got away with it. I thought it would 
have the same modus operandi. Members of the public of Western Australia are waking up to the Liberal Party. 
They have finally cottoned on to the way the Liberal Party misleads them at election time. Five months later, the 
Parliament is sitting to deal with budget measures and legislation such as this that is completely contrary to what 
people were told prior to the election. The irony is not lost on me that we are having this debate the day after this 
government lost its AAA credit rating. The government might think it has fooled the people of Western Australia 
but it did not fool the rating agencies.  

With those comments, I indicate that although the Labor Party strongly opposes this legislation, we will not vote 
against it. 

HON PHIL EDMAN (South Metropolitan) [3.40 pm]: I rise to make some brief remarks on the Revenue 
Laws Amendment Bill 2013; I will not filibuster or anything like that. If there is one thing I can say about our 
leader, it is that he encourages us to speak, which is fantastic. I am really enjoying this term of government under 
his leadership. I want to say a quick few words about part 4 of this bill. In 2008, before I became a member of 
Parliament, I was running my kitchen renovation business. It was running quite well while John Howard was the 
Prime Minister. I remember being in my factory in Bibra Lake and hearing the news around July or August 2008 
when the then Prime Minister, Kevin 07, said that we are basically in a recession. My industry was not in a 
recession in Perth. We had sales on the books; we were doing quite well. The building industry was doing fine. I 
did not know anybody who was falling over. 

Several members interjected. 

Hon PHIL EDMAN: I ask members to let me finish. We are not talking about Bill Hassell or anyone else. The 
point I want to make is that, even though I believe it was talked up before it hit us, the ALP came up with a 
stimulus package—I do not think it was needed at the time—that included a $900 payment to help small 
business. The building industry was going down the gurgler fast. 

Hon Ken Travers: In WA, we didn’t suffer to the same degree that the rest of the country did.  

Hon PHIL EDMAN: That is what I am saying. It does not help to talk up a recession. We should never talk up a 
recession. 

Hon Ken Travers: I wasn’t talking up a recession. It was a global financial crisis that your Premier 
acknowledged. 

Hon PHIL EDMAN: As a business proprietor in 2008, the recession was being talked up. Labor brought in a 
stimulus package, with payments of $900. People in my area spent it on tattoos or holidays to Bali or beer or 
whatever. If the then government wanted to do something as part of a stimulus package, it should at least have 
forced people to spend the money at Bunnings or Retravision or somewhere like that. That money went up 
against the wall very quickly. Honestly, it never came back into the building industry.  
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I am pleased that this government will increase the amount paid under the first home owner grant scheme to 
$10 000 because it has been tough in the building industry. I guess there are all sorts of reasons for that. I do not 
want to go into too much detail. I am really pleased that that will be done. I will not take a one-sided approach 
and glorify everything this government does. In the four or five years that I have been in this place, I have never 
said that this government is perfect. There is always room for improvement. At the end of the day, it is a good 
thing. I am glad that we will not hold up the passage of this bill because I reckon young adults who want to buy a 
home are probably waiting for this legislation to pass before they sign up for a home. We need to be conscious of 
that. 

Does the payment of $3 000 for the purchase of an established home help out the building industry? Maybe it 
does in some small way. Somebody may want to renovate a kitchen or put a patio in or go down to Bunnings and 
buy a few bits and pieces. If we can encourage first home buyers to buy a new home, that will be more beneficial 
for the building industry and the Western Australian economy.  

As the father of two young boys—one is almost five, and I have a two-year-old—a week does not go by when I 
do not worry about whether they will be able to afford to buy a house and what that will cost in the future. Even 
though the government will raise the grant to $10 000, there is still more work to be done. My personal view is 
that we need to release a lot more land, which should have happened under the Carpenter and Gallop 
governments. Not a lot of land is available any more, especially on the coastal strip. Everybody wants to live 
near the beach. Time and again we see property developers—Hon Kate Doust will know this too well—wanting 
to build right on the industrial buffer. We will not talk about Cockburn Cement and that disaster, which our 
committee had to deal with. It was very sad for the people who had lime dust coming into their house. 

Hon Ken Travers: How is the East Rockingham wastewater treatment plant going?  

Hon PHIL EDMAN: Good. The works have started.  

There is limited land left for people who want to live near the coast. There are developments on the other side of 
the freeway, in suburbs such as Honeywell and Wellard. There are still a lot of opportunities for first home 
buyers.  
The first house I bought was an established home in Medina. It cost me $50 000 in 1995. It was a great little 
area. I never had any problems. There were lovely big jacarandas growing. I did not have a TV with a plasma 
screen, four bedrooms and two bathrooms with all the extravagance. That is the way it was back then. Mum and 
dad would give us some knives and forks and say, “Here’s a lounge, son, if you behave yourself.” I took 
whatever I could get. I am really sorry, but even though houses are much more expensive, young people want 
everything these days. They want a plasma here and there, a plasma in the toilet and one in the bathroom, two 
cars and five bedrooms. They want the whole thing. It was never like that in 1995. Mum and dad came over here 
to live in 1977 from Newcastle, where the Labor leader, Mark McGowan, comes from, by the way. They built a 
three-by-one Abode home in Noranda. We thought it was great. The people who had the four-by-twos and the 
two-storey houses had to work for that. Today’s generation want the whole thing. That is my opinion. I think lots 
of people would validate that. 

Hon Ken Travers: I still have the fridge I bought when I bought my first home.  
Hon PHIL EDMAN: I have a fridge that is 30 years old, too.  

At the end of the day, the younger generation wants a lot more than when I or my parents bought our first 
houses. That is the market we live in.  

It is fantastic that the Barnett government has put the grant up to $10 000. On a personal note, I still reckon a lot 
more needs to be done in relation to releasing some land. We definitely do not want to hold up this legislation. 
We need to pass it because people will hold back signing up for a new home while they are waiting for this bill 
to be passed. 

Hon Ken Travers: I hope they will because they are not eligible until it is passed and proclaimed. That was in 
the minister’s press release the other day. It doesn’t come into effect until it is passed and proclaimed.  

Hon PHIL EDMAN: I like the fact that Hon Ken Travers acknowledges that the first home owner grant is a 
very good idea. He said that. He also acknowledged that he did not want to hold up the legislation and it was not 
his intention to do that today. I will certainly not do that now. I will not forget watching the Labor Prime 
Minister talking up the recession that was not even here yet when I was in my cabinet-making factory in Bibra 
Lake. I had seven clients who were ready to go. It was not Hon Donna Faragher; it was a client I had before I 
became a member of Parliament. They all just went. When the bad news from Canberra really started escalating 
and then the stimulus package was announced, they said, “Are you going ahead with this kitchen sale? We are 
really worried now. We had better wait and put it in the bank.” It was like a virus. All of a sudden everything just 
seized up. As members of Parliament, whether it is Hon Ken Travers, the Prime Minister of Australia or the 
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Leader of the Opposition, we have to be very careful when talking up a recession. Whatever we say, we have to 
ensure that we are very careful when we talk about the economy because we could say the wrong thing and a few 
simple words can reverse things.  

HON LYNN MacLAREN (South Metropolitan) [3.49 pm]: On behalf of the Greens, I will make some 
comments in support of the Revenue Laws Amendment Bill 2013. This bill has four distinct parts, the first three 
of which amend the Duties Act 2008 and the Taxation Administration Act 2003. I have no problems with those 
and, like Hon Ken Travers, I will not stand in the way of their speedy passage through the chamber. I note that 
they are aimed at high-value, more complex transactions and not at everyday property or business purchases. 
Thanks to the briefing provided by the minister, I know that the amendments increase the efficiency in the 
taxation system, which can only be a good thing. I note that they are subject to a review in three years, which is 
also important for this piece of legislation. I will say nothing else about the Duties Act and the Taxation 
Administration Act amendments. Hon Ken Travers made mention of a couple of concerns that I had following 
the briefing, but that has been talked about and we should not stand in the way of this legislation at this point in 
time. I approve of the tightening up of the taxation collection system because improving the fairness and 
effectiveness of the tax system is a good step in the right direction, and will hopefully move us back towards our 
AAA credit rating, which we lost only recently. I can understand why Hon Ken Travers’ comments strayed into 
that area, because all of us are concerned about that and are anxious to see how the government will respond, 
which will hopefully be in a very responsible way, as Hon Phil Edman said, so that we can recover from this 
disappointing economic news.  

I will focus on the first home owner grant and part 4 of this bill. I support the proposed changes to increase the 
grant to $10 000 for new homes and to maintain it at $3 000 for existing homes. However, I put on the 
parliamentary record that we know very little about the effectiveness of the first home owner grant as a strategy 
to ensure a supply of affordable housing. The government always makes the general comment that increasing 
supply has to be good. But this measure is not finely targeted at increasing the supply of affordable homes—it 
may not be targeted at all. The point was made well by Hon Ken Travers that the location of those homes makes 
a huge difference to their affordability. I completely disagree with Hon Phil Edman, who said that this is about 
the need for more land supply and opening up the fringes for housing. The reason I disagree is that this has 
proved to be an unaffordable step in our housing supply package. Every time we increase housing on the fringe, 
we push up costs for those families living on the fringe and affordability suffers. As Western Australia is facing 
a housing affordability crisis year after year, I hope that the state government will take some time and invest the 
research power into determining an effective strategy for increasing the supply of affordable homes and making 
it easier for families to get into homes. Members in this chamber are in the rather privileged position of being 
able to discuss perhaps the first, second and third or however many homes they have bought because they have 
had the benefit of stable employment over some years. But I urge everyone in this chamber to remember that 
many of their constituents have not had that privilege, and in the coming years when many of them will lose their 
jobs, under the strategy to cut costs by this government, we will face increasing pressure for people to get into 
their own homes. People will lose their homes—their first home in some cases—and this is the space we are in. 
We must have a reality check. In this space it is really important that the decisions made by our financial 
managers improve affordability. If a person builds a new home in the existing footprint of our urban 
development—an area that needs higher-density, cheaper homes—then this first home owner grant will achieve 
its aims. However, nothing is tied to the grant that requires it to be used for that purpose. 

One of the Greens’ policies is to take the time to do the work and review our taxation system. We must review 
property-related taxes and concessions such as stamp duty, the goods and services tax, the first home owner 
grant and the land tax, which we are about to discuss, to achieve the objectives of an affordable housing strategy. 
The Greens’ view is that if we look at the fairness and effectiveness of these government subsidies that stimulate 
the demand for housing, such as the first home owner grant, we can come up with some targeted policies to 
improve the affordability of housing. I also argue that we need to reduce legislative and regulatory and other 
barriers so that we can support public and private investment in perpetually affordable housing. A previous 
government touched on that in the Subiaco development, where it tried to lock in the rent so that it would always 
be 30 per cent below the average market rent. How did that work in delivering affordability? As legislators and 
financial managers, we need to know that in order to make future decisions. We must look at community lands 
trusts, which have been successful to some degree in New South Wales in this space; deed-restricted mortgages; 
limited equity cooperatives; and other models. If we really want to address housing affordability, we cannot just 
say that the first home owner grant does it. 
We know that 75 per cent of people who receive the first home owner grant are buying new homes. We have 
adjusted the price of a home that will enable people to be eligible for the first home owner grant. We have some 
good taxation financial incentives, such as the stamp duty concession for people on a certain income. But we 
must have more evidence to determine whether the first home owner grant will, for example, inflate house prices 
and not meet the need to increase the supply of affordable housing. We must look at what can be done so that 
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future generations have the housing opportunities that have been available to us because, as we can see, the 
amount of housing supply that a first home owner can get into is pretty small. I am one of those people who 
loves to look at the real estate market. I have the apps on my phone for realestate.com.au and domain.com.au and 
I constantly look at how much is available in the lower price range, and it is not very much. We must think about 
future generations when we put in place these financial incentives such as the first home owner grant.  

It has been an important assistance to marginal homebuyers. It is helping them to exit rental properties and that is 
why it has affordability benefits. We need to move people out of rentals into their own homes, if they choose 
that. We need to accept that rental housing is a housing choice. To own one’s own home is not necessarily the 
endgame, but if someone chooses to move from a rental into their own home, that rental property can be 
available to people who are looking for affordable rentals. That is another good outcome of the first home owner 
grant. It is a bit of an incentive to get people into their own homes. In the briefing papers it is calculated how 
much assistance first home owners receive. For example, if a first home owner buys an established home valued 
at $500 000 in Western Australia, they continue to receive assistance totalling $20 765. That takes into account 
the concessions and the grant. First home owners do not pay certain taxes because they are buying a home under 
a certain price. That has been a good thing. Since 1 July 2000 we have used that tool to try to improve housing 
affordability. I note that almost every other state in Australia has phased out the first home owner grant. It is 
perhaps indicative that Western Australia has the worst affordability crisis, so we have not been in a position to 
phase it out yet. We need some assistance from people because housing and the cost of living is so expensive. I 
would like to be here in this chamber arguing the end of the first home owner grant and the beginning of a new 
era of better targeted tax concessions and incentives so that people can choose to buy an existing or new home in 
a neighbourhood that already exists, so that we are not doing greenfields developments over our bushland or 
wetlands, as in the case of Keralup, for example. We need targeted incentives to build within our footprint. I had 
more to say, but I am very conscious that — 

Hon Peter Collier: We will go into committee.  

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: In that case, I would like to say more about the first home owner grant. I would like 
to see stronger policy action, as I have stated, on the supply of affordable housing for not only us and our 
constituents, but also generations to come.  

One of the problems, as Hon Phil Edman touched on, is that when we were in our early 20s in rental 
accommodation, there was a lot of old housing around that could be rented cheaply. Maybe that housing has 
been renovated, or there have been subdivisions, or for some reason it has been replaced by more expensive 
products, so we do not really find a lot of that around. Medina is a good case in point. Medina still has a lot of 
old housing stock, but there is a lot of new stock too, which is more expensive. We are not building less 
expensive homes. We are not building two-bedroom homes. We are building four-bedroom, two-bathroom 
homes, as Hon Phil Edman nailed on the head.  

Hon Phil Edman interjected.  

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: Yes, we are building even bigger homes. It is hard for me, in a small family, to find a 
home that is affordable, because I do not need four bedrooms. It is very difficult to find a small home that is 
affordable unless it is an apartment. We need to recognise that there will always be a need to provide direct 
assistance to help lower-income aspiring homebuyers and that we need to carefully target this assistance. It is 
essential to minimise the adverse price effects; we do not want to be inflationary. The Australian Housing and 
Urban Research Institute suggests that receiving assistance with mortgage repayments in the early years by way 
of a tax credit or rebate in addition or instead of the first home owner grant over a period of several years would 
be an effective way to tailor assistance to the diversity of circumstances that first home owners experience. There 
should be no one-size-fits-all approach to housing affordability. The first home owner grant promotes transitions 
into home ownership when first home buyers find it difficult to bridge deposit gaps and meet repayments without 
family assistance. The first home owner grant focuses on the demand side of the market. The National Housing 
Supply Council found in 2010 that despite increasing house prices, supply is failing to respond to demand 
pressures. The mismatch between land-use planning and the fiscal treatment of land is at the core of this 
problem. That is according to the Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute in 2012, which put out a 
report that I commend to members called “Sustaining home ownership in the 21st century”.  

Hon Phil Edman: Have you read the one that says we need to release more land?  

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: I read that when it came out, but I am not quoting it today.  

Hon Phil Edman interjected.  

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: Hon Phil Edman will find that that organisation is a bit like a broken record with that 
message. It has said that for years. Other research institutes see it differently. There is a key question on how 
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land in established suburbs can be used more intensively, which is what I am talking about, to improve 
affordability while curbing urban sprawl. There are savings to be had by building housing on existing urban land. 
It reduces concerns about financing new infrastructure and adverse environmental consequences. Of course, 
developers appear to prefer greenfields sites because finance of the construction can be multi-staged, whereas the 
whole of a medium-density development must be financed up-front. As the research institute points out, 
paddocks cannot answer back. In other words, it is quite easy to go into a greenfields site and decide to clear it 
and build there, when one of the only opposing voices will be one of the Greens in Parliament saying that this 
metropolitan region scheme amendment makes no sense.  

Hon Michael Mischin: If you do it in an established area, the Greens say all the locals ought to have a say on 
whether it is one storey high, two storeys high or three storeys high, so it interferes with potential planning and 
development on brownfields sites.  

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: It is not fair to say that every community does not want high density. Fremantle 
championed the granny flat policy that the Minister for Planning has just released. 

Hon Ken Travers interjected.  

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: That is increasing density and it is an innovative strategy to try to increase density. 
As I have mentioned a few times, the Transforming Perth strategy was put out by the Greens in cooperation with 
the Property Council of Australia and it identifies places where high density can occur.  

Hon Ken Travers: What was your view on the Subiaco China Green development?  

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: Was that 2005?  

Hon Peter Collier: It was 2005–06—a bit later.  

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: I was not here then. The Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute report 
states — 

The incidental and unpleasant side effects of residential developments in established suburbs (obscuring 
natural light, noise, congestion, loss of heritage value etc.) are concentrated on the surrounding 
community of residents, but the incidental benefits (lower carbon emissions, lower city wide house 
prices, improved energy efficiency, more cost effective public transport, reduced urban infrastructure 
requirements etc.) are dispersed beyond the boundaries of the immediate community affected by the 
development. 

That is not something that we will see coming out of reports from the Urban Development Institute of Australia, 
but we are starting to hear it come out of organisations such as the Committee for Perth. What mechanisms can 
we put in place to encourage developers to construct medium-density residential developments in precisely the 
areas where we need affordable housing? I think we should take steps to answer the concerns of developers 
when projects seem time consuming and hassle prone. We can give existing property owners and residents a 
stake in proposed development; rather than being a source of concern about building up in urban areas, 
communities should be shown incidental benefits rather than simply the incidental costs. The research institute 
suggests that developers might be required to first offer apartments to existing families in the suburbs at a 
discounted price or that planning permissions be auctioned, with a requirement that bids contain offers to meet a 
part of the rate payments of affected residents. 

These matters go slightly off topic from the first home owner grant, but they do address the issue that it cannot 
be the be-all and end-all strategy for delivering affordable housing; there has to be a multidisciplinary approach 
from our planning authorities. We have looked at financial incentives, perhaps through the investment sector, as 
well as the regulatory instruments that the state government has at its disposal. I know that a committee in the 
other place has gone some way into looking into this issue, but I am saying that we really need the financial 
managers to drive it and to teach us about the incentives that are possible. I know this exists elsewhere; this 
modelling has been done elsewhere. It is a matter of applying it in Western Australia and for courageous leaders 
to make some decisions to move us away from the current system, which is struggling to deliver affordability 
outcomes. 

One of the things we can do is investigate and phase out subsidies and concessions that encourage owners of 
empty properties to keep them vacant. I know that land tax, which we discussed last night, is one incentive to 
prevent people from leaving their land vacant, so the increase in land tax is probably one incentive through 
which development can be brought into our existing urban footprint if people see that it is more affordable to 
develop and sell that land, even by developing multi-dwelling properties. I have said in different words that we 
should ensure that government concessions and subsidies for housing apply only to the supply of new affordable 
housing and that those that simply encourage demand, speculation or investment in property as a form of asset 
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are phased out. That may be a controversial suggestion, but it is a suggestion that takes us into the new world in 
which affordable housing is provided for Western Australians. We would argue that we need to phase out stamp 
duty on housing. Every time that is mentioned, the people who are concerned about income to the state freeze, 
because what other income does the state have? Unfortunately, that was part of the deal with the GST; we were 
supposed to phase out stamp duty. We believe we should work towards phasing out stamp duty on housing and 
replacing it with a fairer, low-level, broad-based land tax in collaboration with the federal government to ensure 
that its introduction is fair and revenue neutral. 

With those final words, I will conclude my remarks on the Revenue Laws Amendment Bill 2013. I thank the 
Leader of the House, who is representing the Minister for Finance, for finding a way to pass this legislation on 
the first home owner grant in a timely manner, because those families who are looking forward to moving into 
their own home will be keen to do that as soon as possible. I acknowledge that the technical problem that arose 
yesterday has been taken on board and hopefully we will not have to suffer through that again. 

HON PETER COLLIER (North Metropolitan — Leader of the House) [4.14 pm] — in reply: I understand 
that there is some appetite in the opposition to go into committee, which will take some time, I imagine. 

Hon Ken Travers: I do not expect it to take an extraordinary amount of time; there are a few issues on the tax 
side of it. 

Hon PETER COLLIER: We will not get through it today, I would not imagine. We will have probably only 10 
or 15 minutes when we resume the debate. 

Hon Ken Travers: We can try. 

Hon PETER COLLIER: I have a couple of comments to make, so I will continue my comments after the 
break. 

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 

[Continued on page 4471.] 

Sitting suspended from 4.15 to 4.30 pm 
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